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Abstract- In imaging science, image processing is any form of
signal processing for which the put in is an picture, such as a
image or segmented video clips output of image processing may
be either an image or a set of characteristics or parameters
related to the image. Most image analysis techniques involve
treating the image as a two-dimensional signal and applying
standard signal-processing techniques to it. This paper tries to
bring the various ideas retrieval of images and also finding the
advantage and disadvantages of each existing system.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The availability of digital video contents over the web is
growing at an exceptional speed due to the advances in
networking and multimedia technologies and to the wide use
of multimedia applications: videos can be downloaded and
played out from almost everywhere using many different
devices (e.g., cell phones, palms, laptops) and networking
technologies. The large popularity is highlighted by the
enormous success of various web sites where people can
upload/ download videos. In such a scenario, a tool for
performing video browsing would be really appreciated. To
handle the enormous quantity of video contents, many
proposals have been presented for indexing, retrieving and
categorizing digital video contents.
Considering the limited resources, it is much estimated to
expand retrieval methods which use features automatically
extract from videos. However, since features only represent
physical contents (e.g. color, edge, motion, etc.), retrieval
methods require knowledge of how to use/integrate features
for retrieving relevant videos to a query. To obtain such
knowledge, this dissertation concentrates on video data
mining where videos are analyzed using data mining
techniques which extract before unfamiliar, attractive pattern
in underlying data. It is used to retrieve the videos are
extracted as explicit knowledge.
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

1. J. H. Choi a *, S. H. Park a, S. J. Par “Design and
Implementation of a Concept-based Image Retrieval System
with Edge Description Templates”
Problem Formulation
The feature-based model can perform fully automatic
indexing for a massive volume of images by extracting the
features of image property. The main features of images
used for indexing and retrieving are colors, textures and
shape.It may retrieve the relevant images matched with
features of the image presented as user queries. Typically,
PHOTOBOOK would retrieve the images indexed by
similar features with user‟s input, which is described by an
model picture. In order to also retrieve the relevant images
taking layouts of colors and shapes similar with the query,
QBIC can exploit an image sketched by users as a query.
Therefore, it is the advantage that this model can
automatically index a massive volume of images by their
features. However, it can not evaluate user‟s query
practically, since the needed image is limited only by the
feature information. For example, when being intended to
retrieve the images related with a concept „motor vehicle‟,
users can not sketch nor present a query image to
simultaneously stand for „bus‟, „truck‟, „car‟, etc. In
addition, since a car also has the various appearances
according to inspection point, only an input user query can
be not sufficient to represent user‟s intention for retrieving
image conceptually related with it.
Research Design
In this paper, we design and implement a concept-based
image retrieval system using quality of the input, more
expressly, edging histogram description. In common edge
histogram structure is a novel key technique, it allow us to
specifying the property of images. still, there is a major
problem in the framework that it cannot accommodate a
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property nature retrieval. Even if images are only property
nature related with user queries, it may be capable of
proving them irrelevant since their features can be unlike
each other. Our technique adapts an edge histogram it
includes a knowledge used for capturing concept from
images. In the knowledge base, a concept is expressed as
some of template, which can be described by common edge
histograms for the images to represent the concept well. The
template can be generated by grouping the training images
related with a property. As a result, given that an image
match with some of the templates, the proposed scheme is
able to carry an usual system for indexing the image with the
concept.
Findings
In this paper, we design and implement a concept-based
image recovery scheme, it can make a supplementation of
the drawbacks for two retrieval methods respectively. The
proposed scheme differ from other image retrieval systems
in that it can make the index based on concepts and allows
users to input by them. For such system image retrieval
work, it adopts an edge histogram property The knowledge
base expresses a concept as some of template, it can be
explained by common edge histograms for images to
represent the concept well. The adopt edge descriptor
expressions are known as international standards of MPEG7.The templates can be generated by clustering the training
images related with a image property. Given that an image
can also be coordinated with some of the templates; our
scheme is able to support an routine method for indexing the
image with the concept.
Conclusion
Currently, most image retrieval systems may only exploit
the primitive features to automatically index and retrieve the
relevant images. However, they cannot satisfy user‟s
requirements which intend to retrieve the images with
conceptual queries. In this paper, we design and implement
the concept-based image retrieval by employing the
knowledge base. Since the knowledge base can specify the
relationships among concepts and edge description templates
for the related images, it is likely that images can be
conceptually indexed and retrieved by them. As further
researches, complementary works for our scheme can be
wanted. First, the knowledge base would be developed in
detail as exploiting the a variety of property, since it is a
middle part for abstractly indexing the images. Second, we
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must be able to detect two or more objects contained in an
image in order to be accurately indexed by their names.
2.Valtteri Takala, Timo Ahonen, and Matti Pietik¨aine “
Block-Based Methods for Image Retrieval Using Local
Binary Patterns”
Problem Formulation
LBP is one of the best texture methods presented nowadays.
It is invariant to changes in gray-scale and fast to calculate.
Its advantage originate from the detection of different micro
patterns (edges, points, constant areas etc.). LBP has already
proved its worth in many applications in which texture plays
an important role. The system previously exist some CBIR
method with LBP property added, but the use of the user has
been restricted to the original version and it has been apply
to the entire images only. Most of the current CBIR texture
descriptors used in commercial systems is calculated for
entire images. The entire image come up to is well justified
as it usually keeps the size of the feature database reasonably
low – depending on the used features and the amount of
images, of course. Still there is a problem while considering
only full images. The local image areas of interest are easily
left unnoticed as the global features do not contain enough
information for local data‟s. It show an awareness to
restricted property is to use image division. However, the
image division is typically flat to errors so it is not very
suitable for images with general – in other words unknown –
content. Another way to enhance the retrieval results is to
apply the image extractor to the sub image areas without
using any type of segmentation and compare the obtained
feature descriptors separately. For instance, in five constant
sub image zones were used with several different properties.
In this proposed scheme a parallel kind of technique is used,
but instead of constant areas it is extended to arbitrary-sized
image blocks which can be overlapping.
Research Design
In this paper, two block-based texture methods are proposed
for content-based image retrieval (CBIR). The approaches
use the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) texture feature as the
source of image property. The first technique split the input
and database images into equally sized blocks from which
LBP histograms are extract. Then the block histograms are
compare by a relative L1 difference calculate based on the
Minkowski distances. The next technique uses the image is
spitted on database images and calculates a single property
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histogram for the query. It total the database histograms
according to the volume of the query image and finds the
best match by exploiting a sliding search window. The first
technique is performed against color correlogram and edge
histogram based algorithms. The next method, user
communication based approach is used to provide example
queries. The experiments show the clear superiority of the
new algorithms against their competitors.
Findings
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) has received a fair
amount of interest in recent years. Other sources of
information on the Internet and the growing number of
image and video databases and then prompted the better
retrieval methods. CBIR is certainly in need of a series of
novel concepts in all areas. There are many choices we start
to turn the feature that selects the image descriptors. The
most common types of descriptors of color, texture, and
form the basis of, and in each of these there are many
alternatives. In today's content-based image retrieval
applications, people of color property, color histograms,
color correlograms, and MPEG-7 color descriptors including
color moments. System that has been under study since the
late 1960s, feature extractors, as there are a number of
methods. MPEG, 7 system, such as explaining the two
approaches are based on Gabor filter. Change the DFT
methods that rely on others to put their trust. Usable features
such as M-Arabia, Wold features and, of course, there are
old but still popular new approach. In addition to the
previous ones, the statistical distribution of feature
classification system is based on simple measures proved
effective. For example, MPEG, 7 which is included as
standard on the edge of a map explaining blockbased, LBP
and its derivative have been successfully using the LEP.
Conclusion
In this paper, we considered the use of LBP texture features
combined with two different block-based image division
methods. The results obtained show that the LBP can be
successfully used to retrieve images with general content as
it is fast to extract and it has useful qualities like invariance
to monotonic transitions in gray scale and small descriptor
size. The color correlogram, that represents the current state
of the art in CBIR, was clearly outperformed by one of the
developed subimage approaches. The increased retrieval
rates of the tested methods come at the expense of higher
calculating load. The time needed for query grows linearly
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with the amount of used image block. With huge images and
little block size the required processing capacity slips easily
out of the grasp of applications that have real-time
requirements. Still, it should be noted that it does not seem
to be necessary to use large numbers of small blocks as,
according to the needed outcome, one or two blocks per
image is typically sufficient to make a considerable
difference when compared to descriptors calculated for full
images. The method based on primitive blocks was hard to
assess as there is a level of user interaction involved in the
query procedure. Nevertheless, it has some important
properties that increase its value in the field of CBIR: It is
faster than conventional search window approaches as it
does not extract features for every possible search window
size separately. Another noteworthy feature is that it can be
used to find objects consisting of a single texture or larger
entities with several different areas of interest as the query
can be adjusted by using more than one sample image.
3. Dengsheng Zhang1, Ying Liu1, and Jin Hou “ Digital
Image Retrieval Using Intermediate Semantic Features and
Multistep Search”
Problem Formulation
CBIR divided into three stages, which can be achieved in
three phases. The second and the third stage is when a highlevel or first-level object-level image recovery, image
recovery is on the lower level. Currently, there is a
significant The gap between low-level and high-level image
retrieval, semantic gap in the literature is called. Recently, a
number of approaches to try to narrow the economic gap.
The best feature of this technique is that it does not object
retrieval, it is different, it relies on user feedback to refine
the weights given to the low level features, Relevance
Feedback (RF), however, a separate antenna is on the lower
level features work Users function. In addition, the RF
receiver is unable to return to the low level of the initial
problem, is that the user does not have the opportunity to
provide relevant feedback. Therefore, an acceptable initial
retrieval result is crucial to the success of the RF. However,
the problem with these techniques is limited concepts or
words that is less arbitrary and subjective. Another approach
to the visual content of images and textual information
obtained from the web www image retrieval technique based
on the glossary, which is a combination of both. Because
there are many synonyms for each keyword acquired from
the Web documents, a thesaurus is used to group similar
terms. Due to the very high degree of visual and textual
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features and online repository of information dealing with
ultra-large size, it is impractical to even be able to drastically
reduce the performance of retrieval.
Research Design
Recently, semantic image retrieval has attracted large
amount of interest due to the rapid development of digital
image storage. However, the severe limitations of existing
approaches. This thesis is an intermediate in the multistep
search using semantic features and a new approach is
proposed for digital image retrieval. Instead, at this point,
looking for the most challenging human level semantics,
research, empirical information on the image content can be
described objectively seems secondary semantic features.
Different from conventional approaches, secondary features
of the filters used to remove large amounts of irrelevant
images. Typical content based image retrieval techniques
and Relevance Feedback (RF), are applied to the filter to
improve the retrieval accuracy. Capturing both the planned
regional features and global features, and semantic features
and has the authority to use both low-level features. For
example, through programmed SQL, RF and query retrieval
algorithms to provide users with convenient, including the
use of a powerful user interface. Results would be an areabased and global image retrieval approaches have shown a
significant gain
Findings
In this paper in the usual way, we allow the user to attain a
simple heuristic information such as images and propose a
new approach to secondary features. Heuristic information
and related images designed to eliminate the secondary
features such selection or inappropriate images. This
powerful information search by narrowing down the list, the
usual low level and study more efficiently Relevance
feedback, which can be used to improve the retrieval
performance. For example, the human face, the background
plants, linear and circular objects or all-powerful heuristic
information related images to detect or avoid inappropriate
images are useful secondary features. Employs reasonable
knowledge of computer users, and significantly improve the
retrieval efficiency and accuracy makes use of state of the
art image retrieval techniques.
Conclusion
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In this paper, according to the median of semantic features
and digital image retrieval using a new approach is
proposed to search. Semantic features of a high-level or lowlevel approach that works in one of the features from the
image retrieval approaches represent a new direction. In
contrast to existing systems in the literature, capturing both
the planned regional features and universal features, and
semantic features is the ability to use both low-level
features. Results are scheduled to be promising techniques
that take advantage of the entire show. Definition of rescue
and retrieval method is also proposed to be supported on the
lower level with a powerful SQL based retrieval interface.
The system, new material features a highly extensible, easily
incorporated into the system. In the future, the system could
be improved, including the RF nature. category expand the
learning experience even more product features.
4. Mohamad Obeid‟ Bruno Jedynak Mohamed Daoudi
”Image Indexing & Retrieval Using Intermediate Features”.
Problem Formulation
The Visual Information Retrieval (VIR) systems are
concerned with efficient storage for storage and retrieval. In
general, a VIR system is valuable only if it can retrieve
acceptable matches in realtime. In addition to humanassigned keywords, VIR systems can use the visual content
of the images as indexes, using image properties. Currently,
a number of models come together mixed attributes to
improve discrimination and classification results: QBIC[l],
Photobook, Virage. While these systems use low-level
features as color, texture and shape features for image input
and , user regularly have a more abstract notion of what will
satisfy them using low-level feature to correspond to highlevel abstractions is one aspect of the semantic gap . An
interesting technique to bridge the gap between textual and
pictorial descriptions to exploit information at the level of
documents is borrowed from information retrieval, called
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [S]. First, a corpus is
formed of documents from which features are computed.
Then by singular value decomposition (SVD), the dictionary
covering the captions is correlated with the features derived
from the pictures
Research Design
Visual information retrieval systems to use such as image
color, texture, shape, and use low-level features. An abstract
idea of what they need to satisfy the users in general. Using
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the semantic gap between low-level features to correspond
to high-level abstractions is one aspect. In this paper, we
introduce midway properties. The small-level "product
features" and Big-level “picture features. That, helps to each
other , they arranged to produce high level concept, they can
be learned from a small annotate information. These features
are then used in an image retrieval system. The information
learned from a small annotated. As a result, the indexing
process is shown to be superior to a standard color histogram
indexing.

[8]

[9]

[10]

Findings
In this paper, we introduce intermediate features. These are
lowlevel “semantic features” and “high level image”
features. That is, in one hand, they can be arranged to
produce high level concept and in another hand, they can be
learned from a small annotated database. These features can
then be used in an image retrieval system. We report an
experiment where an intermediate features are textures.
These are learned from a small annotated database. The
resulting indexing procedure is then demonstrated to be
superior Lo a standard color histogram indexing method.
Conclusion
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